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Chapter – 12 
 

 
Supernatural World 

(�����) 

 
� Supernatural World: 

 The phase of Supernatural World comes after the Spiritual 
World. The Spiritual World is free from figure and shape. In the 
Supernatural World the figure and shape exist, however there is no time 
and weight in it. At this stage, Supernatural Things (معانی) take a figure. 
Rather they appear with such a force that even the people of Material 
World can see them. For example; Angels are seen in the form of 
Human beings. 

 In the Supernatural World things appear with appropriate 
shapes and forms. For example; Knowledge is seen in the form of 
‘milk’. Fever is seen in the form of ‘shattered haired black women’. Rapist 
is seen in the form of ‘eater of died animals’, Extreme Sickness is seen in 
the form of ‘buffalo and elephant’. Harmful Man is seen in the form of 
‘mosquito’, Wealth is seen in the form of ‘snake’, Cheater is seen in the 
form of ‘fox’, Thief is seen in the form of ‘crow’, and Man of weak-faith 
is seen in the form of ‘old man’. Similarly, the Mystical and Celestials 
are considered like wise.  

� Thoughts are of two types: 
 1. Attached Thoughts (خيال متصل): These are our illogical, 
 unrealistic, invented and self-created thoughts. 
 2. Creative Thoughts ( صلنفخيال م ): These are logical, real and true 
 thoughts.  
 These Creative Thoughts are also known as the Supernatural 
World. In the Supernatural World, images and spirits come from the 
Spiritual World and upper stages. Simultaneously, these images and 
spirits also come from the Material World and its lower phases.  

 Sometimes thoughts or imageries become more intensive and 
can be felt in the Material World as well, and sometimes others may 
see it physically too. -- In the Material World whatsoever is going on is 
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coming from the Supernatural World. Human thoughts have a 
connection and relation with the Supernatural World. In other words, a 
skylight opens in the Supernatural World, from that Man can view and 
study all the things of the Supernatural World, whether they are related 
to the past or future. 
 It should be clearly noted that if anybody could fully 
concentrate his thoughts then a bright world opens on him whose name 
is “the Supernatural World” (عالم مثال).  In this, the faces and shapes 

remain just similar to the Material World (دنيا), but since the 
Supernatural World in not dependent on time therefore here things 
move extraordinary fast. 
 Closing of wrong desires or evil thoughts and achievement of 
full concentration on one point, both are blessings. Collection of power, 
using will-power, efforts to get rid of all the risks, maintaining outer 
and inner cleanliness, having attention towards souls, seeking help with 
suitable good names of Allah (SWT), keep remembering God, keep 
away from light and noises, having attention of Sheikh or Spiritual 
Guide, and taking constant care of the pupil with your will-power are 
all such elements which help in opening of the Supernatural World. In 
short, the more one leaves his personal desires the more he has the 
chances to openly see the Supernatural World. God has drawn our 
attention through the following verse in Quran about our thoughts and 
the Supernatural World: 

ِلَك َلذِْكَرٰى ِلَمن َكاَن َلُه قـَْلٌب َأْو َأْلَقى السْمَع َوُهَو َشِهيد �� ِإن ِفي ذَٰ  
{Indeed in this is an advice for anyone who keeps a heart, or listens 

attentively. (50:37)} 
 Be noted that the first phase is the Spiritual World, then the 
Supernatural World comes, and then the stage of Material World 
comes. In Material World, weight, time, form and shape are present. In 
Supernatural World, time and weight do not occur; only form and 
shape exist. Spiritual World is totally free from any form or shape.  This 
can be explained through an example that: 
  One person whose name is Zaid is sitting in front of me; this is 
‘Material World’. Zaid saw himself in a dream where he was gone 
through the feeling of both happiness and sorrow; this is ‘Supernatural 
World’. Then Zaid has seen himself in the dream sometime as man, 
sometime as woman, sometime as child and sometime as an old man. 
At this stage, we came to know that his personality is entirely free from 
any gender and age etc.; this is ‘the place of soul’.  
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